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Abstract
The quality of DC cast Al alloys is highly dependent on melt batch
composition and impurity level in the molten alloy. The chemical composition
and cleanliness of a melt is controlled through the melt treatment operations,
carried out while the melt is still in the furnace before casting starts. The
present work has studied some of these operations and associated problems
such as slow dissolution of alloying elements, non-reproducibility in chemical
composition analysis and inclusions.
The results of the dissolution of the alloy elements Mn and Fe showed
different behaviors. For Mn three intermediate phases were involved, all of
which exhibited a smooth interface between Mn and the liquid. These three
phases were identified as the γ2, Al11Mn4, and µ phases, which grow slowly
towards the dissolving Mn particles. The results from the Fe dissolution
revealed that only one phase dominates the process, Al5Fe2, which penetrates
the Fe particles with an irregular interface.
The interaction between Mn and Ti additions to AA3003 alloys and
consequences for the solidification and precipitation behavior was
investigated. The study could map the limits for formation of an earlier
unknown AlMnTi phase, which formed large particles, detrimental for
subsequent rolling operations.
Different sampling procedures for chemical composition analysis were
studied, and a novel approach was proposed. A mould with an insulated
periphery provided one-dimensional solidification, which gave compositions
close to nominal.
Inclusion distributions along as-cast billets were studied as a function of
different holding times, and thus different grades of sedimentation. Holding
times longer than 30 minutes did not show any improvements. It was also
shown that if melt remaining in the furnace at end of casting is less than about
3000 kg, the sedimented inclusions are stirred into the bulk again, and can
enter into the end of the billet.
The impact on hot tearing susceptibility of different Cu and Fe contents for
AA3000 alloys was studied. Cu contents in a range from 0.3 to 1.2 wt%
significantly increase the hot tearing tendency, which was attributed to bad
feeding at end of solidification. Decreasing of the Fe content below 0.2 wt%,
gives a strong cracking tendency, owing to decreased precipitations of the
Al6(Mn,Fe) phase, which contributes to early bridging and thus reinforcement
between grains.
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Summary in Swedish
Avgörande för kvaliteten på DC gjutna göt av aluminiumlegeringar är
noggrant kontrollerad sammansättning, och minimering av förorenande
partiklar. Dessa egenskaper styrs av hur smältan hanteras i en uppehållsugn
innan gjutning. Det föreliggande arbetet har studerat denna hantering med
inriktning på problem som kan uppkomma i samband med upplösning av
legeringsmetaller, mätning av kemisk sammansättning, inneslutningar och
sprickor i göt.
Upplösning av legeringselement med hög smältpunkt, som Mn och Fe, är
ett problem då långsamma diffusionskontrollerade processer sker i ytzonen.
Vid reaktioner mellan Mn och smält Al har 3 faser identifierats, γ2, Al11Mn4
och µ, genom vilka Mn och Al måste diffundera, vilket går relativt långsamt.
Upplösning av Fe går lättare och där dominerar bara en fas, Al5Fe2, som
snabbt växer in i det fasta järnet.
Vid legering med både Mn och Ti kan, under vissa förutsättningar, en
tidigare okänd AlMnTi fas uppträda. Då det visat sig att fasen kan verka
begränsande på valsning av materialet till tunna band är det viktigt att förstå
hur den kan undvikas. Genom stelningsexperiment har villkoren för
utskiljning av fasen kartlagts.
Metod för provtagning för kemisk analys är avgörande för möjligheten att
tillverka material med snäva analystoleranser. Olika metoder har analyserats
och en ny teknik, som bygger på riktat stelnande, har föreslagits.
Fördelningen av inneslutningar, av huvudsakligen oxider, i götens
längsriktning har kartlagts med hjälp av en etsningsteknik. Uppehållstid i ugn
då inneslutningar sedimenterar till botten har använts som parameter, och det
visade sig att efter 30 minuter lönade det sig inte att vänta längre. Dessutom
kunde det konstateras att mot slutet på en gjutning rörs sedimenterade
partiklar upp, och en gjutning bör avslutas senast då 3000 kg smälta återstår.
Varmsprickkänsligheten hos AA3000 legeringar med avseende på halten
Cu och Fe har undersökts. Cu har en kraftigt negativ effekt och från 0,3% och
upp till 1,2% är sprickkänsligheten hög, vilket förklaras av försvårad matning
av smälta på grund av finförgrenad dendritstruktur. Lägre Fe halter ger också
högre sprickbenägenhet, då på grund av en mindre mängd Al6(Mn, Fe) fas,
som har en överbryggande och förstärkande effekt på dendritstrukturen.
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Acronyms
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1 Introduction
1.1 Aluminium
Aluminium is one of the most abundant elements on Earth, with various
compounds of aluminium forming approximately 7.5% of the Earth’s crust.
However, because of its chemical reactivity it is not found in a metallic state
in nature, and so it is a newer metal in industry than iron and copper.
Aluminium and its alloys are light in weight and have good thermal and
electrical conductivity, corrosion resistance and recyclability as well as an
attractive appearance and a high strength to weight ratio, and they are
relatively easy to produce. Because of these properties, aluminium is used in
transportation, construction, packaging, electrical equipment, aircraft, sports
equipment, building and architecture [1–3].
1.1.1 Types
Aluminium products can be classified in two main groups: foundry alloys and
wrought alloys. The most important distinction between them is that after
casting wrought alloys are subjected to work hardening such as extrusion,
rolling and forging to improve their mechanical properties. Work hardening
is not done for foundry alloys. A second difference is that foundry alloys are
mostly produced from scrap or remelting, whereas wrought alloys are often
obtained from primary aluminium [1]. Wrought alloys are classified in seven
major groups from 1XXX to 7XXX, based on the alloying elements added and
thus their chemical composition [4].
Two classes of wrought alloys are studied in this project: AA 6XXX and
AA 3XXX.
1.1.2 AA6XXX (Al-Mg-Si)
The main alloying elements in the 6XXX series are silicon (Si) and magnesium
(Mg). However, iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), copper (Cu), zinc (Zn) and
titanium (Ti) can also be added in small quantities. The 6xxx series of wrought
aluminium alloys are heat treatable and have good machinability and
mechanical properties. They can be extruded at high speed during
manufacture. These features make 6XXX usable in window and door frames
in vehicles, in furniture, and in architectural applications [1]. The strength of
these alloys can be increased by using the precipitation mechanism of Mg 2Si
1

from the solid solution of silicon and magnesium during natural or artificial
ageing heat treatments [1-3].
Iron is a dominant impurity in aluminium alloys, which results in
precipitation of equilibrium ternary phases such as Al8Fe2Si (α) and Al5FeSi (β)
in these alloys [5]. AA 6060 and AA 6063 in the 6000 series can be extruded in
different complex shapes. For instance, profiles with low wall thickness can
be extruded at relatively high speed [1].
1.1.3 AA 3XXX (Al-Mn)
The 3XXX series is widely used in rolled products and can be extruded. The
high corrosion resistance and good mechanical properties of 3003 and 3004,
for example, make them suitable in applications such as packaging and heat
exchangers. Depending on the amount of alloying elements, precipitation of
complex phases such as Al6(Mn,Fe) and Al15Mn3Si2 is observed in AA3003
alloys [1,5].

1.2 Production
Aluminium can be produced in two ways: primary aluminium is extracted
from ore and scrap/used aluminium is obtained by recycling products. The
most important mineral source is bauxite, which is rich in alumina. The two
main processes used in extracting aluminium from bauxite are the Bayer
process, used to obtain alumina from bauxite, and the Hall-Heroult process,
used to extract primary aluminium from alumina through an electrolytic
process.
It is estimated that 2 tonnes of alumina can be extracted from 4 tonnes of
bauxite, and 1 tonne of aluminium can be extracted from 2 tonnes of alumina
[1–2]. Casting is the main technique used to produce aluminium alloys. Semicontinuous direct chill casting (DC) is the most common process used in
aluminium production today [2]. This casting process was developed in 1935
and commercialized in 1936 in Germany, and in 1934 in the USA [5].
1.2.1 The direct chill casting process
In DC continuous casting, the furnace is tilted so that molten aluminium flows
through the launder system towards the casting table, which may have
several moulds of different sizes, shapes and cross-sections (Fig. 1.1).
Hydraulic cylinders (stool-caps) raise a false bottom into each mould before
casting starts. When the melt reaches a certain height in the mould, a
2

hydraulic ram starts to move down. The casting speed and the rate of the melt
flow are adjusted to keep the amount of melt in the mould constant. The outer
solid skin, which is formed at first by contact with the water-cooled mould
wall, withstands and holds the liquid metal. Water sprays directly on the
outer solid skin of the ingot at the bottom of the mould. This direct chill leads
to rapid cooling on the surface of the ingot and therefore solidification. When
the hydraulic cylinder reaches its final position in the pit, casting stops. Fig.
1.2 is a schematic representation of vertical DC casting [2,6].

Fig. 1.1. Main components of DC casting process [7].

Fig. 1. 2. Schematic representation of vertical DC casting [4].
In DC casting, changing parameters such as the amount of cooling water,
the casting speed, and the melt temperature affects the solidification rate
along the cross-section of the ingot [2]. The mushy zone, the region between
3

the solid and the liquid (shown in Fig. 1.2) is important and is affected by the
solidification rate. A shallow mushy zone results in better properties and
quality. With a deep mushy zone, the aluminium does not solidify properly
[3].
Casting speed depends on parameters such as ingot size and alloy types,
but is normally between 1–3 mm/𝑠. The cooling rate falls from 20 ℃/𝑠 close to
the ingot surface to 0.5 ℃/𝑠 towards the centre of the ingot. The temperature
of aluminium when poured is approximately 690–725℃ and the thermal
gradient is 0.3 to 5 (°C/mm). This method of casting is mainly used to produce
round billets and rectangular ingots (slabs), which in turn are extruded into
different profile shapes (rods, bars) and rolled to form plates and sheets
respectively [2].

1.3 Melt treatment influencing cast metal quality
DC casting has been used for a long time, but it still has important drawbacks
such as cold cracking, hot tearing, porosity, segregation, shrinkage, inclusion,
and dissolution of alloying elements [2].
Several of these problems are associated with melt treatment operations,
carried out while the melt is still in the furnace before casting starts. Melt
treatment includes various practices ranging from the use of electrolytic cells
to the way the melt is delivered into the casting mould. These practices
include adding alloying elements, chemical composition analysis, and control
of melt cleanliness. The quality of DC cast products depends highly on the
composition of the melt batch and the level of impurities in the molten alloy.
Melt treatments are very important to ensure that molten alloys are cast with
the correct composition and cleanliness levels [8]. Each step of the melt
treatment process may affect the next one.
Many of the problems when producing DC cast Al alloys, such as
inappropriate dissolution of additives in molten Al, inhomogeneous chemical
composition, improper degassing, and inclusions are related to melt
treatment operations.
The research reported in this thesis focused mainly on problems that are
associated with Al melt treatment. The problems include the following:

errors when adding alloying elements, in particular the dissolution of
Mn and Fe,

non-reproducibility of chemical composition analysis,

4



different casting practices influencing the distribution of inclusions in
both furnaces and billets.

Adjustments to alloy additions, such as lowering the Fe content, have been
proposed to address problems with dissolution coupled with unwanted
phase formations. However, as these adjustments increased the cracking
tendency for these specific AA3xxx alloys, a study of hot tearing sensitivity
also was performed.
The scope of this thesis is to give a better understanding of these problems
and to discuss ways to minimize them.
1.3.1 Addition of alloying elements
As aluminium is too ductile and soft to be used in most industrial and
structural applications [1], pure aluminium needs to be modified to give it the
mechanical, physical, or workability properties required in various
applications. The addition of various elements improves the properties of
aluminium by solution hardening and precipitation mechanisms. Which
elements are added depends on the product required. The most common
alloying elements are silicon (Si), magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), copper
(Cu), zinc (Zn), iron (Fe) and titanium (Ti) [2].
The properties of Al alloys depend greatly on the correct addition of the
alloying elements into the Al melt in the furnace before casting [8,9]. The way
these elements are added and additives are recovered influences the cost of
the melt treatment process. Alloying should be performed in a way that
produces the required melt concentration quickly and at a low cost
The addition of alloying elements can also generate inclusions and
impurities during casting, so affecting the final DC product. The alloying
elements can either melt or dissolve depending on their properties. Stirring is
a common technique to decrease the composition inhomogeneity in the melt
and the dissolution time of additives [8].
Alloying additives are produced in different shapes, such as ingots,
waffles, rods, flakes, pure metal, compact powders (briquettes), and powder
for injection [8,9]. Compacted powder is a compacted mixture of metallic
powders (Mn, Fe, Ti, etc.) of about 70–90% with aluminium and sometimes
with addition of a flux [9]. It is commonly used for higher melting point alloy
elements.
Grain refinement to control nucleation and the growth of grains is
common. It involves feeding rods of titanium boride to the melt in the launder
5

shortly before casting begins. These rods dissolve quickly. The rod addition
method facilitates good control of composition but is more costly than
methods using other forms of master alloy elements, such as briquettes [8].
Elements with a low melting point that can easily dissolve in aluminium
melt, such as Si, Mg, Cu and Zn, may be added in pure form. Si additions can
be carried out using powder injection to achieve high recovery. Magnesium
addition should be done carefully. If the magnesium floats on the molten Al,
it can burn and oxidize, thus decreasing the recovery and producing spinels,
which are hard Mg-Al oxide inclusions [8].
The dissolution of some alloying elements such as Fe and Mn in liquid Al
has been a challenge due to their high melting points and low solid solubilities,
0.05 and 1.8 wt% [10,11], respectively. Iron addition is usually performed
using aluminium-iron waffles or briquettes containing 10–80% Fe. It is
possible to add pure Fe, but there is a risk of slow dissolution. Mn is usually
added to the melt in the form of briquettes. Pure Mn flakes can be added, but
they are heavy and sink to the bottom of the furnace, and so can take a long
time to dissolve due to the locally high Mn content. This can also cause
variable recovery of Mn, which influences the composition of the next batch.
Appropriate stirring is needed to reduce the dissolution time for Al-Mn alloys
[8].
In AA3XXX alloys with relatively high Mn content, such as 3003 (1.5 %
Mn), compacted additives in the shape of a briquette with 80 % Mn 20 % Al
are added cold to the furnace [8]. However, poor dissolution of manganese in
aluminium alloys is a common problem in cast houses producing these alloys.
Table 1.1 shows the composition of alloy 1 as an example. Fig. 1.3 shows that
some of the added Mn did not actually dissolve.
Table 1.1. Chemical composition of an AA3xxx alloy, (alloy1) (wt%).
Alloy

Mn

Si

Fe

Cu

Ti

Alloy 1

1.7

0.1

0.2

0.85

0.02
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Fig. 1.3. Undissolved Mn briquettes pulled out of a furnace after casting an
AA3003 alloy.
The dissolution of the Mn briquettes takes place in three steps: incubation,
exothermic reaction, and dispersion of additives [12]. During the exothermic
reaction, intermetallic compounds are formed with liquid aluminium in the
compacted manganese particles. These compounds cause swelling of the
compacted particles to form a porous structure, which allows more
aluminium melt to penetrate the solid Mn. The briquette then disintegrates
into discrete particles and disperses in the melt to continue the dissolution
process [12-15]. Thus quick disintegration and liquid penetration facilitate the
dissolution process.
The dissolution of high melting point alloying elements takes place
through the formation of intermetallic phases. Complex diffusion conditions
govern the formation and growth of these phases at the interface between
solid additives and liquid metal [16]. The types of interfacial phases formed,
their morphology and thickness are important, as they influence the
dissolution rate and alloying yield [17,18].
The addition of alloying elements into the Al melt and their interactions
influence the solidification behaviour, phase precipitations, and
microstructure of an alloy. One problem that may originate from additions to
Al melts is precipitation of detrimental or unwanted particles later during
solidification or as soon as the temperature begins to decrease. A particular
alloying element level is required to avoid this. For instance, Mn has a limited
solid solubility in Al of 1.8 wt% [11], and this solubility decreases when other
alloying elements such as Fe, Si and Cu are added [19]. This normally results
in precipitation of complex intermetallic compounds with different
7

morphologies and sizes. Such compounds include Al6(Mn,Fe) and αAl15(Mn,Fe)3Si2 [19-21].
New alloys with Ti additions to levels just below the peritectic point
(0.15 %) have been developed for heat exchangers with AA3003 alloys. Alloy
2 is one such example. Its composition is given in Table 1.2. The Ti is added
to enhance corrosion resistance, but also results in significantly decreased
dissolution of Mn and changed precipitation behaviour in the alloys. This
results in the precipitation of large, unwanted AlMnTi particles (Fig. 1.4),
which cause difficulties during the rolling operation. The formation of these
phases needs to be controlled.
Table 1.2. Chemical composition of the AA3xxx alloy, (alloy 2) (wt%).
Alloy

Mn

Si

Fe

Cu

Ti

Alloy 2

1.5

0.08

0.22

0.35

0.15

Fig. 1.4. SEM image of a large AlMnTi precipitation found in the centre of a
rolled sheet made of alloy 2.
1.3.2 Chemical composition analysis
After adding the alloying elements, it is important to take samples in order to
analyse the chemical composition of the melt. Although sampling procedures
are a major part of melt treatment operations, they have not been investigated
sufficiently.
The melt batch in the furnace should have a homogeneous chemical
composition after the addition of alloying elements. But in practice it is not
easy to obtain this, particularly when an element with a low dissolution rate
such as manganese has been added to the melt. An inhomogeneous melt can
result in cast products being outside the alloy specification range. Such
products will eventually have to be scrapped as the mechanical properties and
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fabricating characteristics of alloys are determined by their chemical
composition [8]. The metallurgical industry thus has narrow tolerance ranges
for each element in an alloy [22,23]. Determining the precise chemical
composition of produced alloys requires accuracy in both sampling practices
and analytical methods [22–25].
In sampling, the chemical composition of furnace batches is analysed after
addition of alloying elements to check whether the composition of the melt is
within the alloy specifications. Further additions can be made if the melt
composition needs adjustment. At regular intervals samples are taken from
the furnace using a ladle and cast into a mould. Then the samples are milled
to a specific distance from the bottom, and the composition is analysed using
optical emission spectroscopy (OES). Fig. 1.5 illustrates a sampling mould, a
cast sample for chemical composition analysis, and a sample after OES
analysis.
It is well known that sampling procedures and sample preparation limit
the precision of analytical results. A major problem in the sampling procedure
is the non-homogenous composition of the samples due to the segregation
phenomenon [23]. The procedure at cast houses is to choose a certain cutting
depth at which to perform the OES analysis; however, the reproducibility of
the result will be influenced by the macro segregation in the mould, both
axially and radially. Segregation in a chill cast sample is a critical issue, as the
OES analysis examines only approximately 1 mg at each spark [22], which
means that the choice of position for the analysis is crucial. In the past,
different types of moulds have been investigated to reduce segregation in Al
samples; however, none gave satisfactory results [22,23]. Moreover, analysis
of concentration profiles in samples from the same type of mould at seemingly
similar conditions do not show reproducible results. Variations of the melt
flow in the mould during solidification are a possible cause of this lack of
reproducibility.
An example of a segregation profile for Cu from various types of sampling
moulds is shown in Fig. 1.6. It can be seen that the concentration profile of Cu
varies with the distance from the bottom of the sample for each type of mould.
Such macro segregation profiles need to be accurately known and
reproducible for each mould type used.
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Fig. 1.5. (a) A schematic of a regular type of sampling mould (horizontal disc
mould) and the cast sample [24], (b) a transverse cut sample after OES analysis.

Fig. 1.6. Segregation profile of Cu from the bottom of the sample from
different types of moulds [23].
1.3.3 Melt cleanliness
Control of melt cleanliness is also an important part of melt treatment
operations. Both the addition of alloying elements and sampling practices
affect the melt cleanliness. However, although they can produce impurities in
the melt, they also benefit melt cleanliness as the time needed for alloying and
sampling allows impurities to settle to the bottom of the furnace during the
holding time in the furnace.
The cleanliness of the liquid Al used in the DC casting process can
substantially affect the mechanical properties and surface finish of the final
products [8]. The factors determining Al melt cleanliness and thus quality are
the number of inclusions, alkali elements (calcium and sodium), gas contents
(dissolved hydrogen) and trace metal impurities existing in the melt [8]. The
melt easily interacts with the surrounding atmosphere, which results in Al
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liquid oxidation and absorption of hydrogen. Dissolved hydrogen over the
critical limit in liquid Al causes porosity during solidification, which reduces
fatigue life and ultimate tensile strength [8,9].
Inclusions are often referred to as non-metallic particles that are
unintentionally introduced into the molten alloy [8]. They can cause various
defects during processing of DC cast products, including surface defects in
rolled sheet, edge cracking in slabs, porosity in foils, and extrusion die
damage [26-28]. The number of inclusions that can be found in one kilogram
of Al melt ranges from hundreds to thousands. The size ranges from a few
microns to half a millimetre [28-30]. The main non-metallic inclusions are
classified into groups of oxides, carbides, spinels, borides and nitrides in the
shape of particles and films [30]. These inclusions can be recognized using an
optical microscope (Fig. 1.7). The most common inclusion in Al melt is oxides,
which originate from the thin layer of oxide that always protects the Al liquid
in casting processes. The oxide skin is fragile and can break and be introduced
to the molten metal [31].
Inclusions enter the Al liquid during various steps in the casting process.
For example, alumina can enter the liquid in the electrolysis cells, scraps can
enter it during the remelting process, refractory material can enter it in the
furnace, and other substances may be introduced during the addition of
alloying elements [29]. Treatments such as sedimentation, degassing units
and ceramic foam filtration are used to reduce the number of inclusions [29].
In degassing units, a flow of argon causes impurities to collide with each other
and produce larger inclusions, which settle to the bottom of the degasser tank
and can then be removed [26,31]. A ceramic foam filter traps inclusions in its
porous structure when Al melt flows through it. Gradually a network of
inclusions forms, which stops other inclusions passing through the filter
[26,28,29]. Sedimentation is commonly used to improve the cleanliness of Al.
In this method, the melt is held in a furnace for a period of time (holding time)
to allow the inclusions to settle to the bottom of the melt [32]. Thus, the
population and distribution of inclusions in DC billets depend on holding
times, and also on the amount of melt remaining in the furnace after casting.
The holding time is important as it influences when the sedimented inclusions
start to be incorporated in the billets.
There are various techniques to measure the amount of inclusions and
monitor the melt quality. The common in-line techniques are using a liquid
metal cleanliness analyser (LiMCA) and an ultrasonic detection method. A
common off-line technique is porous disc filtration analysis (PoDFA) [27,30].
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The different techniques have different advantages and disadvantages. In this
thesis a relatively newly developed off-line technique based on etching
[26,33,34] is used to study the effects of holding times.

Fig. 1.7. Optical microscopy images of inclusions: (a) Ti2B, (b) oxide film, (c)
spinel [33].
1.3.4 Hot tearing
During melt treatment, adjustments to alloy additions, such as lowering the
Fe content, have been proposed to address problems with dissolution coupled
with unwanted phase formations. However, these adjustments increased the
cracking tendency for these specific AA3000 alloys, used in heat exchangers
applications. Moreover, to optimize the material properties for these
applications copper alloying is common, as well as minor additions of
titanium and zirconium. These modifications have resulted in a strong
increase in hot tearing tendency for these alloys, which differs from what had
previously been experienced for AA3000 alloys with regular compositions.
This shows the relation between alloying element addition and hot tearing
formation.
Hot tearing is a serious defect that occurs during the solidification of Al
alloys in DC casting. It is an irreversible failure, which starts forming during
the semi-solid stage of solidification and eventually shows up as a crack either
on the surface or inside the solidified ingots. These cracks are usually visible
to the naked eye, and the ingots must be scrapped to prevent failures in
further processing [35-37]. Example of hot tearing defect in a DC cast ingot of
AA3000 alloy is illustrated in Fig.1.8a. Also, Fig.1.8b from microstructure
investigation shows a crack propagation along the grain boundaries.
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Fig.1.8: (a) Macro-photo image of a hot tearing formed in DC cast ingot of
AA3000 alloy (arrows showing the crack), (b) LOM micrograph showing a
crack propagating along the grain boundaries (intergranular crack).
Studies of hot tearing have resulted in several theories about the
mechanisms of crack nucleation and propagation involving metallurgical and
thermo-mechanical factors. The key factors for hot tearing are liquid film and
inadequate eutectic feeding in the last stage of solidification, together with
thermally induced stress-strain, which cannot be accommodated by the semisolid material [35,38-41].
Hot tearing susceptibility (HTS) is highly dependent on the chemical
compositions of Al alloys, and is described as a lambda curve for binary
alloys. In most binary alloys, an initial increase in solute content (start of the
lambda curve) enlarges the solidification interval. As a result, the alloys spend
more time in a vulnerable stage for hot tearing (between 90 and 99% solid),
and thus are prone to cracking. With further addition of solute, the hot tearing
tendency decreases due to a higher eutectic fraction. Better interdendritic
liquid feeding during shrinkage allows the cracks to heal (second half of
lambda curve) [35,37,38]. Chemical composition can also influence the hot
tearing resistance of alloys by changing the morphology, precipitation, and
grain size. However, contradictory results related to hot tearing have been
reported. For instance, it is believed that grain refining increases the hot
tearing resistance by reducing the grain size, altering the grain morphology
from columnar to equiaxed, and decreasing the film thickness between the
grains [35,39,41]. However, Easton et al. [40] state that refined grain size
reduces the permeability of the mush and enhances the hot tearing tendency
[35,40].
Besides the chemical composition, process variables such as mold and melt
temperature [35], and melt quality [42] affect the HTS. Hot tearing can be
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propagated in both intergranular and transgranular paths, and is favored by
porosity and brittle secondary phases [39,43].
The hot tearing mechanism in multicomponent Al alloys is more complex
due to alloying element interactions, giving more complicated solidification
paths [36]. As previously mentioned, industrial experience shows that new
modifications of AA 3000 alloys with Cu and small additions of Ti and Zr
cause strong hot tearing sensitivity. Hot tearing has been intensively studied
for AA2000, AA6000, and AA7000 alloys [35-50], while only limited data are
available for AA3000 alloys [51,52]. This shows that more studies on hot
tearing formation for the AA3xxx group are needed.
Many set-ups have been developed to study the hot tearing behavior and
susceptibility of Al alloys over the years. Various apparatuses apply different
constraints to induce stress during solidification, and promote the cracking.
These set-ups consists of different types of moulds to assess the HTS of alloys,
such as ring mould, backbone mould, and CRC mould [35,38].
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2 Experimental
2.1 Materials
The materials used in the current studies were mainly Al 3xxx and 6xxx alloys.
The materials were DC cast as ingots or billets. In addition, some alloys with
desired compositions were produced in the laboratory. The chemical
composition of the materials as determined by OES analysis are given in the
tables in following sections.

2.2 Dissolution experiments
The dissolution behaviour of Mn and Fe in molten Al was studied in several
series of dissolution experiments.
2.2.1 Analysis of dissolution rates
To study the dissolution rate of alloying elements, several sampling tests were
performed with pure Al, and also with alloys containing 0.12 wt% Ti and 0.8
wt% Si (Table 2.1). For each test, a clay graphite crucible with 0.3 litres
capacity, Fig. 2.1a, containing 500 g of Al was placed in the furnace at the
target temperature, which was monitored by a K-type thermocouple. When
the melt was stabilized at 770°C, enough alloying elements (Mn or Fe) were
added to obtain an alloy with 1.5% of alloy addition. Then at certain intervals
various samples were cast from the crucible into cylindrical moulds with a
diameter of 25 mm and insulated periphery. The samples were stirred for a
set time before each sampling test. The composition of the samples was
measured by OES. Fig. 2.2 shows the form of the additives used in these
experiments.
Table 2.1. Chemical composition (wt%) of studied alloys for dissolution investigations.
Alloy

Mn

Si

Fe

Cu

Ti

Pure Al

0.001

0.06

0.07

0.01

0.005

Al-0.12% Ti

0.001

0.06

0.08

0.01

0.12

Al-0.8% Si

0.005

0.8

0.08

0.01

0.006
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Fig. 2.1. Crucibles used for the dissolution experiments: (a) clay graphite
crucible, (b) alumina crucible.

Fig. 2.2. (a) Mn briquette, (b) Mn flakes, (c) Fe flakes.
2.2.2 Analysis of the dissolution mechanism
To investigate intermetallic phase formation during the dissolution process,
dissolution mechanism tests were performed. Thus, 50 g of the alloys listed in
Table 2.1 were melted in cylindrical alumina crucibles (Fig. 2.1b) with a
diameter of 35 mm and a melt depth of 20 mm in a furnace at a temperature
of 760 °C. When the melt temperature stabilized, alloying elements were
added to the alloy to provide melts exhibiting super-saturated conditions (10
% alloying elements). This created an interface between the solid and liquid
phases that could be studied. The crucible was removed from the furnace after
8 min and cooled to room temperature at a cooling rate of 1 °C/s.
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2.3 Solidification studies
Directional solidification techniques are widely used to simulate and
investigate the principles of solidification for DC cast ingots in industry [2].
These methods used are the Bridgman technique and the DC simulator.
2.3.1 Bridgman directional solidification
A Bridgman furnace, Fig. 2.3, provides a controlled growth rate and
temperature gradient during the solidification process. The furnace consists
of three zones: a hot zone in the upper part, a cold zone in the bottom part
which is water chilled, and an adiabatic zone in the middle. A cylindrical
specimen is placed in the middle of a stationery ceramic tube. A motor and
gearbox make it possible for the furnace to move up and down at different
speeds along the ceramic tube. When the furnace moves down and a sample
is placed in the hot zone, it starts to melt; if the furnace moves upwards, the
sample solidifies. A detailed analysis of the Bridgman set-up is given in [53].

Fig. 2.3. Directional solidification using a Bridgman furnace [54].
Before the Bridgman experiments, AA3003 alloys with various Mn and Ti
contents (Table 2.2) were cast in a copper mould to form cylindrical specimens
5 mm in diameter and 80 mm in length. The chemical composition of the DC
cast alloy (base alloy) prior to Mn and Ti addition is given in Table 2.3. The
rods were inserted into 85 mm long alumina tubes with a 5 mm inner diameter.
Before starting the solidification by pulling the furnace upwards, the samples
were held at the stabilization position at 800 °C (molten state) for 1 hour. The
samples were cast with two different furnace pulling rates, 1 mm/min and 50
mm/min, giving a cooling rate of 0.1 °C/s and 1.2 °C/s respectively [3,53,55].
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The specimens were quenched in water after a certain growth distance to
interrupt the solidification, and the solid-liquid interfaces were studied.
Table 2.2. Chemical compositions (wt%) of AA3003 alloys for Bridgman experiments.
Alloying addition (wt%)
Sample name

Mn

Ti

1.46% Mn

1.46

0.14

1.5% Mn

1.5

0.15

1.78% Mn

1.78

0.13

1.37 Mn 0.17 Ti

1.38

0.17

1.37 Mn 0.25Ti

1.37

0.25

Table 2.3. Chemical composition of the DC cast AA3003 alloy prior to Mn and Ti addition (wt%)
Alloy

Mn

Si

Fe

Cu

Ti

AA3003 (base)

1.4

0.06

0.21

0.34

0.14

2.3.2. Direct-chill casting simulator
The DC simulator is designed to produce a casting structure with the same
variations in solidification conditions on the surface and the interior as
normally produced ingots. The apparatus is shown in Fig.2.4, and is
composed of an insulating tube made of alumina. The casting is made in a
slightly tapered hole, with a length and diameter of 45 mm and 20 mm. The
tube stands on a steel plate, which is removable. A water jet can be directed
toward the steel plate [56].
To produce samples with the DC casting simulator, 40 g of alloys A2, A3,
and D1 (Tables 2.6 and 2.7) were melted in a crucible at a furnace temperature
of 700 °C. The melt was kept at that temperature for 20 minutes before being
poured into the preheated tube (700 °C). Ten seconds after pouring the melt
into the tube, water was sprayed for 30 seconds on the steel plate at a flow
rate of 300 ml/min. Then the plate was removed and water was sprayed
directly on the bottom of the sample for 60 seconds. These two stages of
cooling were intended to replicate the two steps of heat extraction in DC
casting of an ingot that is, cooling in the mold followed by direct cooling.
Cooling rate measurements and microstructure observations at a distance of
10 mm to 35 mm from the bottom of the sample exhibit good agreement with
corresponding sections in DC cast ingots.
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Fig 2.4. Image of the direct chill cast simulator (DC simulator).
2.3.3 Differential thermal analysis
The differential thermal analysis (DTA) technique was used to study
solidification behaviour and precipitation in alloys. The DTA technique
makes it possible to detect the temperature of phase reactions and
precipitations. In this method, the temperature difference between the
specimen and a reference material (graphite) is measured during the same
heating and cooling process. When a phase transformation occurs in a sample,
depending on the reaction, an amount of heat is released or absorbed. This
amount of heat shows up as a temperature difference in a DTA test. The DTA
set-up is illustrated in Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.5. Schematic of DTA set-up [2].
Cylindrical DTA samples measuring 5 mm in diameter and 10 mm in height
were prepared for the DTA test. Each had a hole measuring 3 mm in diameter
and 7 mm in depth in the middle, in which a thermocouple could be inserted.
The samples were heated to 800 °C in an argon atmosphere. The temperature
data was collected during melting and solidification at heating and cooling
rates of 10 and 4 C°/min, respectively. A reference temperature was measured
in a graphite sleeve using a type S thermocouple. The liquidus and solidus are
the temperatures where the first deviations from the reference temperature
occur during the onset of solidification and melting respectively [57,58].

2.4 Sampling test procedure
Sampling experiments are required to analyse the chemical composition of
the molten Al alloy. This work set out to investigate the effect of the main
sampling parameters on the segregation profile of AA 6xxx alloys (Table 2.4).
Al melt was taken with a ladle from the launder in a casting plant and various
sampling practices were applied, changing parameters such as the volume of
melt, type of mould, melt temperature and the method of pouring the melt
into moulds. Milled surfaces were then analysed using OES. Two regular
types of moulds were used: a cylindrical copper mould and a steel horizontal
disc mould with a conical shaped riser as shown in Figs. 2.6a and b,
respectively. In addition, a new cylindrical mould with insulated periphery
was designed and used to study the influence of radial heat transfer, Fig. 2.6c.
Table 2.4. Chemical compositions (wt%) of 6xxx series [1].
Alloy

Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

AA6060

0.3–0.6

0.1-0.3

> 0.1

> 0.1

0.35–0.6

AA6063

0.2–0.6

> 0.35

> 0.1

> 0.1

0.45–0.9
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Fig. 2.6. Cross-sectional view of (a) a cylindrical copper mould, (b) a steel
horizontal disc mould, (c) an insulated periphery mould with steel bottom.
To observe the effect of melt pouring and thus melt convection on
segregation profiles, a controlled mould filling technique was employed.
Defined volumes of AA6060 were cut and melted in a crucible to a certain
temperature. Subsequently, the melt was poured into a preheated sprue outlet
which was plugged, Fig. 2.7. When the sprue had been filled with melt, the
plug was removed and the melt poured down into the mould. In order to
change the flow rate, sprue outlets with different sizes, 5 mm and 12 mm,
were used.

Fig.2.7. Controlled filling of the mould.

moul
d

To observe the effect of the melt temperature, tests with AA6060 were
carried out with melt temperatures of 700 °C and 800 °C, respectively, while
the rest of the parameters, that is, melt volume and pouring method, were
kept constant.
The above sampling practice was used to analyse segregation in the axial
direction, since the samples mainly solidify from the bottom of the mould. To
obtain the axial segregation profiles, the samples were milled in layers from
the bottom to the top, and on each milled surface the average of three sparks
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was recorded. These profiles were then compared to reference concentrations,
which were taken at mid-radius positions at the corresponding billet slices.

2.5. Inclusion distribution characterization
Sedimentation is widely used to reduce the number of inclusions and thus
clean the melt. This work investigated the effect of sedimentation on the
inclusion distribution behaviour of AA 6xxx DC cast (Table 2.4). A number of
billet slices for inclusion counting were collected from two types of cast
houses. The parameters studied were holding times and the amount of liquid
remaining after casting. At cast house 1, after producing primary aluminium
in electrolytic cells, aluminium melt is transferred to holding furnaces. At cast
house 2, a melting furnace is first charged with scrap and then aluminium
liquid is transferred through a launder to a holding furnace before starting the
casting. At cast house 2, two castings are done from the same charge. Table
2.5 shows the details of the samples.
Table 2.5. Details of collected samples.
Holding time

Remaining melt in

Al alloy

Billet

[min]

furnace after casting

diameter

[kg]

[mm]

Cast house

30

5270

6063

152

1

60

7550

6060

152

1

25

9470

6060

152

1

10

10000

6060

178

1

85

6030

6063

178

1

80

2670

6060

178

1

30

1700

6060

178

1

40

15000

6060

228

2

35

3000

6060

228

2

The billet slices were cut transversely at different positions along the billets
from the bottom (start of solidification) to the top (end of casting), Fig. 2.8. To
analyse the inclusion distribution, the cross-section of each slice was divided
into three zones with equal areas: the centre (C), mid-radius (M) and surface
(S) as shown schematically in Fig. 2.9a.
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Fig. 2.8. Typical positions of the samples taken along a billet.
2.5.1 Inclusion mapping using macroscopic etching
A deep etching method was used to assess the number and distribution of
non-metallic inclusions over the cross-sections of the samples. First, slices
were ground by a turning machine to obtain flat surfaces, and then the slices
were immersed in a solution of 15 % sodium hydroxide and etched for about
15 minutes at 65 °C. After etching, samples surfaces were washed with water
and cleaned with a brush. Subsequently, some holes, visible to the naked eye,
appeared due to dissolving out the inclusions during deep etching. The holes
represent the locations of inclusions. These holes are about ten times larger
than the original inclusions [33,34]. The holes on the cross-sections of the slices
were marked, and a copy of the surfaces was printed. Finally the holes were
counted (Figs. 2.9b and c). Fig. 2.10a shows the etching bath during the
reaction between the NaOH solution and the sample during the deep etching
treatment. Fig. 2.10b shows a sample after etching and marking the inclusions.

Fig. 2.9. (a) Division of cross-section [26]. Inclusion distribution in a deep
etched sample: (b) transverse cut, (c) longitudinal cut at the bottom of a billet.
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Fig. 2.10. (a) Reaction of NaOH and sample during deep etching method, (b)
inclusions marked on a slice after etching.

2.6 Hot tearing susceptibility evaluation
In order to study the effect of alloying elements such as Cu, Fe, Ti, and Zr on
the hot tearing susceptibility of AA3xxx. Alloys with various compositions
were investigated. The chemical compositions of the 3xxx aluminum alloys
used in this work are given in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. Alloys A1, A3, B1, C1, C2,
C3, and D1 were obtained from the industry. The composition of these alloys
was then modified by adding Fe, Cu, Zr, Ti, and grain refiner, respectively, to
obtain the other alloys. In Table 2.6 (group A), mainly the Fe content was
varied. Table 2.7 lists alloys with various Cu content (group B). The C and D
alloys were made to study the effects of the addition of Zr and Ti.
Table 2.6. Chemical compositions (wt%) of the alloys from group A.
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Table 2.7. Chemical compositions (wt%) of the alloys from group B.

2.6.1 Casting in CRC mould
A CRC mould was used to evaluate HTS of alloys listed in Tables 2.6 and 2.7.
During casting with a CRC mould, stress is induced in the rods due to
constrained shrinkage, which may lead to hot tearing [59]. Fig.2.11a shows the
design of the CRC mould. A sample after casting is shown in in Fig.2.11b. The
mould cavity allows four rods to be cast with a diameter of 9.5 mm, and
lengths of 51, 89, 127, and 165mm, respectively. The rods are constrained
against free contraction by the sprue at one end and by a ball with a diameter
of 19 mm at the other end. The mould was normally preheated to a
temperature of 330 °C before each cast, but some tests were also carried out
with a mould temperature of 500 °C to obtain a slower cooling rate. 420 g of
each alloy was melted in a crucible at a furnace temperature of 800 °C. After
60 minutes alloy additions were made and the crucible was returned to the
furnace for a further 30 minutes before the melt was poured into the preheated
mold. The casting was removed from the mould after 5 minutes. Three
castings were carried out for each alloy, following the same procedure. To
confirm the compositions of the alloys, slices were taken from the sprue for
each casting and analyzed by optical emission spectroscopy (OES).

Fig. 2.11: (a) Steel mould for constrained rod casting, (b) image of a sample
cast with the CRC mould showing cracks.
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Hot tears in the samples were inspected by eye. The degree of hot tearing
severity was classified into four categories: short hairline, full hairline, crack
and half broken rod, Fig.2.12. The HTS was then calculated using equation (1)
[59,60].
𝐻𝐶𝑆 = ∑ 𝑓 𝑐𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (1)
In the equation (1) [59,60], f crack, f length, and f location are factors for crack
severity, rod length, and crack location, respectively. The values of each factor
are given in Table 2.8.

Fig.2.12: Various types of hot tearing (a) hairline , (b) crack, (c) broken.
Table 2.8. Hot tearing index factors.

2.7 Metallographic investigations
The metallographic preparation was performed by cutting the collected
samples and grinding them using 80, 320, and 1200 SiC paper. Thereafter the
samples were polished using soft polishing cloths with 3 µm and 1 µm
diamond paste for 4 minutes. Finally the samples were treated for 2 minutes
with an OPS solution. Then, depending on the investigation, different types
of etching techniques were used. To examine the grain microstructure,
intermetallic compounds and precipitations, the samples were etched using
1 % NaOH at 60 °C for about 15 s. The grain macrostructure was investigated
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using a solution consisting of 64 ml HCL, 32ml HNO3, and 4 ml HF (50%) with
20 s etching. To extract the intermetallic phases, small pieces of alloys with a
weight of 0.5 g were deep etched for 7 hr using a solution of 5g iodine and 50
ml methanol [61]. In addition, for grain studies, anodization was carried out
using a platinum anode in a solution of 74 % water, 24 % ethanol, 1 % HF, 1
% HBF4 at 50 V for 90 seconds.
The Al alloys microstructures were characterized by stereo microscope,
light optical (LOM) and scanning electron microscopy and SEM (MAIA3,
Tescan). Grain sizes were measured using LOM with polarized light,
determined as the number of grain boundaries intersecting the circumference
of a circle. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) (AZtec) was used to
provide information about chemical composition of intermetallic phases and
secondary precipitations. X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) (Bruker) was also
used to identify the chemical composition of the intermetallic phases in
AA3003 alloy.
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3 Results and discussion
3.1 Dissolution process of Mn and Fe in molten Al
The dissolution process of Mn and Fe was studied with a focus on
determining the dissolution rates and observing the formation and growth of
intermetallic compounds.
3.1.1 Investigation of undissolved Mn briquettes
Three undissolved Mn briquettes which had been sintered together (Fig. 1.3)
were investigated. The outer appearance of the undissolved briquettes is
shown in Fig. 3.1a. The surface of the compact reveals many holes which
penetrate through the solid shell into the briquette. A macro view of a
transverse cut through the briquette, Fig. 3.1b, shows how these holes and
channels proceed into the material from the lower right corner of the cut
section.

Fig. 3.1: (a) Three Mn briquettes were sintered together and found
undissolved in the furnace. (b) Transverse cut through the undissolved Mn
briquettes. The arrows show the places where aluminium has penetrated into
the Mn block.
The undissolved briquettes illustrate what can cause the limited yield of
the dissolution process sometimes observed. Analysis of the undissolved
briquettes (90 % Mn 10 % Al) in Fig. 3.1b showed that aluminium penetrated
the briquette only in limited areas, and the briquette did not break into smaller
pieces. If the Mn particles do not sufficiently disintegrate in a short time, the
reaction between the Mn and aluminium results in the formation of a number
of intermediate phases at the interfaces instead (Figs. 3.2a and b). Ultimately,
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only solid phases remain and these hold together the Mn particles seen in Fig.
3.2a, preventing the briquette from collapsing fast enough (Fig. 3.1a).

Fig. 3.2. Microstructure from the inside of the Mn briquette at the reaction sites:
(a) partially dissolved Mn surrounded by intermediate phases (b) aluminium
isolated by intermediate phases.
When the briquette is immersed in the melt, the low temperature of the
briquette chills the surrounding melt, which can create a solid shell around
the briquette [12,21]. Formation of this solid shell is detrimental to dissolution
as it enables the briquette to retain its rigidity within the melt. This delays the
start of the dissolution process, as the solid shell first has to be remelted [21].
To explore the impact of solid shell formation on the dissolution of an Mn
briquette, a briquette dissolution model was created. This model used a heat
balance calculation between a Mn briquette and Al melt for various
temperatures [62]. The solid shell growth for different melt temperatures was
computed and is shown in Fig. 3.3. The figure shows that a thickness of 6–7
mm is reached after less than 5 seconds, and that at higher temperatures the
growth rate of the solid shell decreases. Depending on the temperature when
the briquettes are immersed in the melt, a more or less solid shell will form
around them [21]. If the temperature is too low, these layers may be too stable
to remelt fast enough to expose the briquette to the aluminium melt. In these
cases the internal sintering allows growth of intermediate phases which hold
the briquette together. The heat balance calculations in Fig. 3.3 show that such
a scenario is possible, and that the melt temperature strongly influences the
occurrence of the solid shell.
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Fig. 3.3. Calculated solid shell growth at different temperatures.
3.1.2 Analysis of dissolution rate of Mn and Fe
The dissolution rate of Mn and Fe in molten aluminium was investigated
using sampling tests. Mn and Fe were added to molten Al alloys to obtain a
melt with concentration of 1.5 % of alloying elements.
Fig. 3.4 shows the dissolution rate of Mn from various compacts in pure
Al at 750 °C. The sample was stirred for 3 s before each test. The highest
dissolution rate was for the compact with 80 % Mn containing flux. The Mn
content reached its target concentration (1.5 % Mn) at the end of the
dissolution test (9 min). The second highest dissolution rate was obtained for
the non-fluxed 80 % Mn compact, which showed the same trend as the
dissolution of the fluxed compact. The dissolution rate of the 80 % Mn
compacts was higher than that of the 90 % Mn compacts. The lowest
dissolution rate was observed with pure Mn flakes, which resulted in a Mn
concentration of only about 0.4 % at the end of the test (9 min).
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Fig. 3.4. Mn content of the melt during dissolution as a function of time after
adding the various types of Mn compacts and Mn flake into the pure Al melt
and a stirring time of 3 s.
Fig. 3.4 shows that the target concentration (1.5 % Mn) is approached only
at the end of the test with the compact with 80 % Mn and flux. The final shape
of the graphs results from two processes: the removal of the melt and the
increased concentration. The latter was caused by both the decreased amount
of melt and the increased Mn content resulting from the dissolution. Only the
dissolution curves of the 80 % Mn compacts showed parabolic behaviour
towards the end of the dissolution tests, which shows the alloy is approaching
the saturation level of 2 %.
In addition, Fig. 3.4 clearly indicates a significantly enhanced dissolution
rate with increasing Al content of the compacts. Thus, it can be concluded that
compacts with a higher Al content disintegrate more easily, which facilitates
the dissolution process and enhances the dissolution rate.
Comparison of the dissolution rates of Mn compacts and Mn flakes shows
that the dissolution rate of the compact is higher than that of the flake. It could
be that the flakes maintain their shape and only react at their original surface,
which will be significantly smaller than the total area of the disintegrated
particles in the compact. In addition, the flakes tend to move towards the
bottom of the crucible.
The next sampling tests investigated the Mn dissolution rate for various
melt compositions, pure Al and Al-0.12%Ti, respectively at 750 °C (Fig. 3.5).
The stirring time before each sampling test was 5 s compared with the 3 s used
for obtaining the results in Fig. 3.4.
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As can be seen in Fig. 3.5, the dissolution rate of Mn in the Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti)
melt was substantially lower than that of the pure Al melt at 750 °C. The
dissolution curve obtained from the pure Al exhibits a parabolic shape
towards the end of the test, and the Mn content reaches 1.85 %, which is close
to the saturation value (2 %). In Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti), a 1 % Mn concentration was
reached after 9 min, at which point the curve did not show signs of flattening
out, which suggests that the dissolution was still at its early stage.
The higher dissolution rate obtained with the 5 s stirring (Fig. 3.5)
compared with the 3 s stirring (Fig. 3.4) for the 90 % Mn compacts reinforces
the importance of stirring, as was also found in [21].

Fig. 3.5. Mn content of the melt during dissolution as a function of time after
adding the Mn compact with 90 % Mn content to melts with different
compositions, and a 5 s stirring duration.
To study the Fe dissolution rate, three series of dissolution rate tests were
carried out with Fe flakes in liquid melts of pure Al, Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti), and AlSi (0.8 % Si), respectively. The melt temperature was 750 °C. Fig. 3.6 shows the
results. The dissolution rates of Fe in both pure Al and Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti) show
similar trends. However, the dissolution rate of Fe in Al-Si (0.8 % Si) is clearly
lower. None of the dissolution rate series show the parabolic shape that
generally characterizes completion of dissolution. Hence it can be concluded
that the dissolution did not reach the targeted concentration (1.5 % Fe) in any
of the series.
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Fig. 3.6. Fe content in the melt during dissolution as a function of time after
adding the Fe flakes into the melts with three different compositions of the
melt and a 3 s stirring.
A theoretical calculation was performed to investigate the reasons for the
difference between Mn and Fe flake dissolution rate in molten Al. As the
dissolution of alloying elements is mass-transfer controlled, a theoretical
approach based on Fick’s law was used to explain the experimentally
obtained Mn and Fe dissolution rates. Calculations of the Mn and Fe fluxes in
the two systems were performed. These showed that the Fe flux into the melt
is 1.4 times larger than the Mn flux in 9 minutes. The experiments using flakes
showed that the concentration of Mn and Fe in the liquid Al after 9 min are
0.35 and 1 wt%, respectively (see Figs. 3.4 and 3.6). Thus the ratio between
the Mn and Fe dissolution is about 2.9. This difference between theoretical
and experimental results may be caused by different surface areas, since the
Fe flakes seem to disintegrate into smaller particles, thus having a higher
surface area for the reaction. During the dissolution process, Fe flakes
disintegrate as they are made of compacted powder. The more rigid as-cast
Mn flakes maintain their structure and only react at their surface.
3.1.3 Dissolution mechanism investigations for Mn and Fe
To improve the understanding of Mn and Fe dissolution processes in molten
Al, it is necessary to study the phase formations at the interfaces of alloying
elements and Al, the related interface morphologies, and growth kinetics.
Fig. 3.7 illustrates the results of the dissolution of 90 % Mn compacts in
pure Al for immersion times of 2, 5, 8, and 16 min. In the microstructures
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observed by the light optical microscope (LOM), three layers already exist
around the Mn particles after the two min dissolution test, Fig. 3.7a. The
thickness of these layers increases slightly with longer immersion. Voids
appear within the Mn particles close to the layer of the intermediate phases.
A SEM image and a line scan analysis by EDX of these layers after eight
min dissolution is shown in Fig. 3.8. In Fig. 3.8a four layers around the Mn
compact are visible. In Fig. 3.8b, the EDX line scan shows the concentration
levels. A sharp gradient is observed at the first layer adjacent to the Mn,
showing its concentration change from 90 % to 60 %. The gradient is followed
by three plateaus corresponding to three different Mn levels. Using the Al-Mn
phase diagram [11], these phases can be identified starting at the Mn: γ2,
Al11Mn4, and µ, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 3.8b. The intermetallic
compounds observed around Mn significantly differ from what was reported
in [21] where only the Al4Mn phase was observed, which corresponds to the
µ phase in the Al-Mn phase diagram.
Fig. 3.9 shows the results of the dissolution of the 90 % Mn compacts in the
Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti) melt. Again, four layers have formed around the Mn after 8
min. These intermetallic layers were identified using EDX and the phase
diagram, and showed the same phases in a same order as those observed in
the pure Al liquid. The only difference observed with adding Ti is that the
gradient in the outer part of the Mn particle and in the γ2 phase seems not as
steep as that in pure Al.

Fig. 3.7. LOM images of the intermetallic layers formed around Mn during the
dissolution of the 90 % Mn compact in pure Al after various dissolution
durations: (a) 2 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 8 min, and (d) 16 min.
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Fig. 3.8: (a) Intermetallic phases formed at the interface of a piece of the 90 %
Mn compact and pure Al melt after 8 min, (b) corresponding EDX line scan.

Fig. 3.9: (a) Intermetallic phases formed at the interface of a piece of the 90 %
Mn compact and Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti) melt after 8 min, (b) corresponding EDX
line scan.
The dissolution tests of Mn in Al melts suggest that the intermediate
phases reach a certain thickness rather quickly, followed by slow growth in
the form of a package penetrating into the particle during dissolution with
no clear increase in thickness (Fig. 3.7). This probably means that the flux of
Al atoms through the layer and towards the solid Mn is slower than the flux
of Mn atoms towards the liquid, as the opposite would lead to the growth of
the 2 phase into the Mn. This causes the formation of voids in the β-Mn close
to the γ2 interface, as can be seen in several figures, for example, Figs. 3.7 and
3.8. This phenomenon is known as the Kirkendall effect [63-65]. Fig. 3.7 also
clearly shows the increasing number and size of the voids during the diffusion
process. These phenomena decrease the area and bond between the inner
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intermediate phase γ2 and β-Mn and inhibit further growth and dissolution
[64].
In the next series of tests, Mn flake dissolution was done to study possible
difference between the behaviour of Mn flake and Mn compact dissolution.
Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 show the microstructures of a pure Mn flake after 8 min
dissolution in pure Al and Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti), respectively. Four layers have
formed around the Mn flakes in both cases. The results from EDX analysis
show the same phases in the same order as those observed in the tests with
Mn compact. However, the total thickness of the layers formed in Al-0.12%Ti
is significantly smaller – 10 µm compared to the 20 µm observed in the pure
Al melt.

Fig. 3.10: (a) Intermetallic phases formed at the interface of a pure Mn flake
and pure Al melt after 8 min, (b) corresponding EDX line scan.

Fig. 3.11: (a) Intermetallic phases formed at the interface of a pure Mn flake
and Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti) after 8 min, (b) corresponding EDX line scan .
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Investigation of the intermetallic phases formed between Mn and pure Al
shows that the intermediate phases around the Mn compact particles were
thicker (~50 µm, Fig. 3.8a) than the intermediate phases formed around the
flakes (~20 µm, Fig. 3.10a). In addition, as shown in Fig. 3.4, there is a higher
dissolution rate for Mn compacts compared to the flakes. This difference is
attributed to the transport of Mn into the liquid, where possibly both the
surface area and shape of the particles have a significant influence. It is likely
that faster transport of Mn from the surface drives the increased dissolution
rate of Mn through the layers of the intermediate phases causing the reactions
to accelerate, thus forming thicker layers. A higher flow increases the Mn
content in the melt near the particles and can locally cause supersaturation
and thus a faster growth of the outer ( phase into the liquid. This then leads
to the formation of thicker layers.
The results of the Mn dissolution from flakes shown in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11
indicate that the total thickness of the intermediate phases is also decreased
by 50 % by adding Ti. Fig. 3.5 shows that the dissolution rate of Mn is
significantly decreased by adding a small amount of Ti. It can be concluded
that Ti inhibits the dissolution kinetics. A possible explanation for the effect
of Ti on the dissolution rate is the very low diffusion coefficient of Ti in liquid
Al [21]. In the steady state, Al has to be transported through the liquid
boundary layer, and interaction of the Ti with the Al flux may lower the total
flux.
According to Fick’s law, during stationary diffusion the flux is determined
by the phase with the largest Dc, which presents the smallest resistance to
the diffusion. This phase generally becomes the thickest. Here, all the Mn
dissolution tests show that two phases dominate: Al 11Mn4 and µ. However,
they exhibit small solubility ranges [11] (c values), while the 2 phase with a
large c is relatively thin. It can thus be concluded that the diffusion
coefficients of the thicker phases are larger than that those of the 2 phase,
which will thus be the largest obstacle to diffusion flow.
In the next series of experiments, the dissolution mechanism was
examined for Fe in various melt compositions.
Figs 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 show a microstructural investigation of the
dissolution of Fe flakes in pure Al, Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti), and Al-Si (0.8 % Si),
respectively, after 8 min. It can be seen that two layers were formed around
the Fe flake during the dissolution of Fe in pure Al: a thick layer adjacent to
the iron and a thin layer on the liquid side. The EDX analysis shows that the
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composition of the major phase is Al5Fe2, while that of the minor phase
(adjacent to the liquid) is Al3Fe [10,17], Fig. 3.12b. Al5Fe2 dominates the
process and grows within the Fe solid exhibiting a saw-tooth morphology.
This indicates that the flux of the Al atoms towards the Fe through the
intermetallic phase is faster than the flux of Fe atoms towards the liquid.
Therefore, no porosity is created, that is, no Kirkendall effect is present, and a
relatively fast transformation of the original pure Fe into Al 5Fe2 takes place.
These observations are similar to those already discussed in the literature
[10,16,66,67], and here the only conclusion is that the Al5Fe2 phase exhibits the
largest Dc value in this system.

Fig. 3.12: (a) Intermetallic phases formed between the interface of an Fe flake
and pure liquid Al after 8 min, (b) corresponding EDX line scan .
As shown in Fig. 3.13, during the dissolution of Fe in Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti), two
layers formed around the iron flake: an inner layer adjacent to Fe with a
relatively smooth surface and a thick outer layer adjacent to the liquid with a
mushy morphology. According to the EDX analysis, the phase adjacent to the
Fe is Al2Fe, that is, it differs from the one observed in pure Al. In addition, the
Al2Fe phase has grown along the grain boundaries inside the Fe flake. It can
be concluded that adding Ti has led to the formation of an additional stable
phase and thus influenced the morphology without altering the dissolution
rate (Fig. 3.6).
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Fig. 3.13: (a) Intermetallic phases formed at the interface between an Fe flake
and liquid Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti) after 8 min, (b) corresponding EDX line scan.
The results of the dissolution of a Fe flake in Al-Si (0.8 % Si) shown in Fig.
3.14 reveal altered dissolution behaviour. Firstly, a significant portion of the
Fe flake has remained unreacted in Al-Si (0.8 % Si) after 8 min compared to
pure Al and Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti). In addition, the dissolution took place by
forming a layer identified by the EDX analysis as a ternary intermediate phase
with an average composition of 60 wt% Al, 38 wt% Fe, and 2 wt% Si (Fig.
3.14b).

Fig. 3.14: (a) Intermetallic phases formed at the interface between an Fe flake
and liquid Al-Si (0.8 % Si) after 8 min, (b) corresponding EDX line scan.
The Fe flakes were not broken and retained their rigidity in contrast to
what was observed in pure Al and Al-Ti (0.12 % Ti) where the flakes
disintegrated into small pieces and the newly formed phases penetrated the
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grain boundaries. This can clearly be seen in the macrostructure image of Fe
flake dissolution in Al-0.8%Si, where Fe flakes have not been disintegrated
(Fig. 3.15).

Fig. 3.15. Macrostructure of Fe flake after 8 minutes dissolution in Al-0.8 %Si.
From both the dissolution rate and dissolution mechanism tests, it can be
concluded that adding Si greatly influenced the dissolution kinetics of Fe.

3.2 Precipitation related to poor Mn dissolution
It has been shown that Mn solubility in Al decreases with the addition of
0.15% Ti. In AA3003 containing 0.15% Ti, large unwanted Mn rich particles
can be observed in solidified products (Fig. 1.4). The EDX analysis of the
particle shows 72 % Al, 20.3 % Mn, 2.8 % Ti and 1.7 % Cu wt%. The link
between the alloy composition and detrimental precipitations of (AlMnTi)
phase in AA3003 alloys containing Ti were studied using Bridgman and DTA
techniques.
3.2.1 Bridgman directional solidification of AA3003 alloy
Bridgman directional solidification was used to study the solidification
behaviour in AA3003 alloys with different Mn and Ti contents (Table 2.2).
Fig. 3.16 shows the Bridgman microstructure at quenched solid/liquid
interfaces (S/L) solidified at a low pulling rate, v = 1mm/min, for the first three
alloys in Table 2.2. It can be seen how the morphologies change as the Mn
content increases. At both 1.46 and 1.5 wt % (Figs. 3.16a and b) a similar
structure with an equiaxed growth front is observed, while the 1.78 wt% Mn
alloy shows mixed globular equiaxed grains (Fig. 3.16c). The 1.78% Mn alloy
has a globular structure that is elongated in the growth direction. In addition,
a noticeable quantity of the interdendritic eutectic liquid is observed in the
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alloy containing 1.78 wt% Mn. The grain sizes for 1.46 % Mn, 1.5 % Mn, and
1.78 % Mn were measured as 58, 65, and 78 µm, respectively. It can be
concluded that addition of Mn resulted in a slight increase in grain size.

Fig.3.16. Anodized micrograph of Bridgman samples at the quenched solidliquid interface, at 1 mm/min with alloys containing: (a) 1.46, (b) 1.5 and (c)
1.78 wt% Mn.
Fig. 3.17 shows micrographs of Bridgman samples from the quenched
interface to 3 mm down (start of growth) at a high pulling rate (50 mm/min)
for alloys containing 1.46 and 1.78 % Mn. The structure has significantly
changed as the Mn content increases. The alloy with 1.46 wt% Mn displays
equiaxed grains with a developed dendritic structure at the quench front,
which has been coarsened during solidification with disappearing secondary
dendrite arms (Fig. 3.17a). Fig. 3.17b shows the alloy with 1.78 wt% Mn, which
has an equiaxed growth front with fewer dendrites in the interior of the grains,
which changed to a globular shape during cooling. Therefore, in alloys with
higher Mn, nucleation has happened more frequently. Large precipitations
were found in alloy with 1.78% Mn at the remelt boundary, as discussed
below.
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Fig.3.17. Anodized micrograph of Bridgman samples from quenched
interface (top) to about 3 mm down (bottom), at 50 mm/min with alloys
containing: (a) 1.46, and (b) 1.78 wt% Mn.
Phase precipitation was also studied in the Bridgman samples. The
microstructure of the alloys in Table 2.2 showed two main types of secondary
phases. The type 1 phase has a “blocky” shape and large size, Fig. 3.18a, and
could be found only at the remelt boundary. Type 2, which has a plate-like
form, can be found in the whole sample and at the quenched front, Fig. 3.18b.
EDX analysis showed that type 1 has a composition of 76 % Al, 21 % Mn, and
3 % Ti wt%. Type 2 has a composition corresponding to the normally
dominating Al6(Mn,Fe) phase. The type 1 AlMnTi phase has the same
composition and morphology as large precipitations in sheets, resulting in
detrimental effects during rolling (Fig. 1.4).

Fig. 3.18. SEM micrograph showing secondary phases: (a) large AlMnTi
particle, (b) plate-like Al6(Mn,Fe) phase.
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The results from the alloys investigated shows that the amount of type 1
phase at the remelt boundary was influenced by the Mn content. A few
particles could be seen at 1.5 % Mn, whereas more were found at 1.78 % Mn.
At 1.46 % Mn, no type 1 particles were found. AlMnTi phases were also
precipitated in the alloy with higher Ti content (0.25 %) and a lower Mn level
of 1.37 % (the last entry in Table 2.2).
This observation shows that it is necessary that both Mn and Ti exceed a
certain amount for the AlMnTi phase to form. This compositional range for
AlMnTi precipitation is shown in Fig. 3.19. Also, the Bridgman samples show
that these particles only precipitate close to the remelt boundary, that is, at the
solid/liquid boundary during a stabilization period of 1 hr before the growth
starts. A mass balance calculation for AlMnTi particles based on EDX analysis
in 1.78% Mn alloy has shown that the Mn concentration in the zone in which
AlMnTi normally forms is 5.2 %, compared to the average 1.78%. This means
that during the stabilization period a large amount of the Mn in the alloy
precipitates as large AlMnTi particles in the bottom zone, which depletes Mn
in the rest of the sample. No growth of these particles happens at the
quenched front.

Fig. 3.19. Presentation of the boundary composition for precipitation of
AlMnTi particles; the red markers show critical composition for AlMnTi
formation.
3.2.2 Differential thermal analysis of AA3003 alloys
The DTA technique was also used to better understand the precipitation
behaviour for AA3003 alloys with different Mn contents. These samples were
quenched at two different temperatures during cooling, as shown in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 summarizes the DTA experiments. Both alloys have similar
liquidus and solidus temperatures, 658 °C and 646 °C, respectively, which
means that the solidification interval has not changed in this range of Mn
contents.
In the DTA samples, the AlMnTi phase was found only in the 1.82% Mn
alloy, and in the sample quenched only two degrees below the liquidus, at 656
°C.
Table 3.1 Data from DTA experiments.
Sample
name
1.46% Mn
0.15%Ti
1.82% Mn
0.15%Ti

T
liquidus
(°C)
658

T solidus
(°C)
646

658

646

Temperature
range (°C)

T quench
1 (°C)

T quench
2 (°C)

T
reaction(°C)

Phases at
quench 1

12

656

652

645(eutectic)

12

656

652

Primary
Al
PrimaryAl
AlMnTi

The DTA tests clearly indicated a reaction in the 1.46 wt% Mn alloy at
645 °C, which does not occur in the 1.82 wt% Mn alloy. This occurred close to
the end of the solidification. This reaction probably corresponds to the eutectic
reaction, which is smaller in the alloy with 1.82% Mn. As in the Bridgman
experiments, this due to the depletion of Mn and Ti during the earlier
precipitation of the AlMnTi phase resulting in a smaller amount of eutectic at
the end. The temperature for the eutectic reaction, 645 °C, is significantly
lower than 658 °C, which has been reported as the eutectic temperature in the
binary Al-Mn system. This means that addition of Ti has a strong influence on
the equilibrium system.
The microstructure in the sample quenched at 656 °C, two degrees below
liquidus temperature, showed AlMnTi precipitations of about 150 µm in size.
All AlMnTi particles formed in non-quenched samples and at the remelt
boundary of the Bridgman samples are of similar size, 100 µm to 150 µm. It
can therefore be concluded that this phase very quickly grows to a final size
close to the liquidus temperature. It is likely that the AlMnTi phase, which
does not seem to cooperate with the primary Al dendrites, results from
primary precipitation. A fine Al6(Mn,Fe) phase has started to grow in a platelike form in the samples quenched at 652 °C, which ends the solidification at
645 °C as a eutectic reaction.
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3.3 Chemical composition analysis
The effect of the main sampling parameters (mould type, melt temperature
and melt pouring method) on the segregation profile are presented in the
following sections.
3.3.1 Mould design
Two series of samples were cast in a horizontal disc mould (Fig. 2.6b) using
two different casting charges. Fig. 3.20 shows the segregation profiles. In the
first test, Fig. 3.20a, silicon concentrations decrease continuously and reach
the nominal value at a depth of 3.5 mm, while the magnesium profiles follow
a flatter curve. In Fig. 3.20b, the same trend is shown as in the first test, that is,
the silicon profiles have steeper slopes than the magnesium curves. The
difference between these two series is that the curves reach the nominal
composition at different distances from the chill surface, the total macro
segregation to the start surface varies, and the reproducibility is not good.

Fig. 3.20. Segregation profiles for a horizontal disc mould: (a) alloy1, (b) alloy
2.
Fig. 3.21 shows segregation profiles from samples cast in a cylindrical
mould with the periphery insulated (new design mould, Fig. 2.6c). The
profiles start differently, but they all flatten out at a level close to the nominal
content. This differs from the profiles in Fig. 3.20, in which the concentration
decreases continuously to levels below the nominal.
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Fig. 3.21. Segregation profile in insulated periphery mould.
In order to study the solidification pattern in the investigated moulds,
samples of pure Al were cast at 700 °C in one regular mould and one with an
insulated periphery. The macrostructures of these samples in longitudinal
cuts are illustrated in Fig. 3.22. Fig. 3.22b reveals the effect of the insulation,
where solidification becomes unidirectional with no radial solidification. In
Fig. 3.22a, showing a sample from a regular cylindrical mould, solidification
occurs at the corners and from the sides, while in the insulated mould the
solidification is unidirectional until a transition to equiaxed growth starts.

Fig. 3.22. As-cast grain macrostructures of pure Al samples: (a) from
cylindrical mould, (b) from insulated periphery mould.
In the insulated periphery mould, one-dimensional heat flow and thus
one-dimensional solidification prevails, and therefore only segregation to the
bottom occurs. In the other tested moulds, inverse segregation to all surfaces
occurs; the melt is more depleted and the alloy content decreases below the
nominal composition. Another advantage of the insulated mould is that it
produces a stable vertical temperature gradient, with cooling only from below.
This minimizes buoyancy-driven convection, and thus interaction with the
flow towards the chill surface.
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3.3.2 Different flow rates and melt temperatures in a cylindrical mould
filling
A literature review shows that while the effect of parameters such as the melt
temperature on segregation profile has been taken to account, the effect of
melt pouring has not previously been considered [24,25]. In this study
different ways of filling the moulds and a controlled mould filling technique
were used to investigate the effect of melt pouring on segregation profiles.
Figs. 3.23a and b show segregation profiles for silicon for various pouring
rates and temperatures. In Fig. 3.23a, the dashed lines show the results from
a slower filling rate. The three samples show relatively good reproducibility,
that is, a similar shape. The higher flow rate curves, solid lines, show a clearly
larger variation. If the solid lines in Figs. 3.23a and b are compared, the effect
of the temperature can be studied. Casting from a higher temperature, 800 °C,
in Fig. 3.23a gives a faster decrease in the alloy content followed by a relatively
planar profile compared to Fig. 3.23b, where the concentration decreases
linearly at 700 °C. The total inverse segregation to the surface is also larger at
a lower temperature.

Fig. 3.23. Silicon profiles for different flow rates and temperatures: (a) 800 °C,
(b) 700 °C.
These results show that the method of pouring the melt into the mould has
a large effect on reproducibility and is more important than other parameters
treated in the ASTM and EN standards, such as the melt temperature [24,25].
This explains why larger than acceptable deviations of the inverse segregation
profiles sometimes occur even when standard practices are applied. The
finding that controlled filling at a low flow rate yields more reproducible
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macro segregation is important. It can be explained by the fact that studies
(e.g. [68–71]) show that inverse segregation is a result of solute liquid being
drawn to the surface due to volumetric shrinkage during solidification. This
flow towards the surface can be influenced by the flow in the mould, which is
partly a result of how the mould is filled.

3.4. Distribution of inclusions in billets
This section analyses the effect of holding time and remaining melt in the
furnace on the number, size and distribution of inclusions in billets.
3.4.1 Holding times (cast house 1)
From an economic and productivity point of view, it is important to evaluate
the effect of different holding times on the settlement behaviour of inclusions
and so find the optimum time [32].
Fig. 3.24a and b show the highest number of inclusions observed at the
bottom of the billets (the start of casting) for holding times of 30 and 60
minutes. The number of inclusions decreases considerably at 180 cm and
remains in almost the same range at all other positions for the 30-minute
holding time casting. For the 60-minute holding time casting, the number of
inclusions declines towards the middle of the billet (360 cm) and then
increases again towards the end.

Fig. 3.24. Inclusion distribution for various holding times: (a) 30 minutes, (b)
60 minutes.
The distribution of inclusions was also investigated for a casting with a
short holding time (10 minutes). Fig. 3.25 shows that the total number of
inclusions along the billet is higher than in the billets cast after longer holding
times, and a high number of inclusions is observed at the bottom. The number
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of inclusions reduces towards the middle of the casting from a high number
at the start and increases again towards the top.

Fig. 3.25. Inclusion distribution for 10 minutes holding time.
A theoretical approach was used to calculate the correlation between
inclusion size and settling time to the bottom of the furnace, and then compare
this result to the experimental results. Stokes’ law was used to predict the
settling velocity of oxide particles of different sizes in the furnace during the
holding time [72]. The result is presented in Fig. 3.26. It is necessary to mention
that in both cast houses the depth of the furnace used in this work is
approximately 700 mm in the centre and shorter at the sides.

Fig. 3.26. Settling rate of the Al 2O3 particle in Al melt at 750 ℃.
Experimental results from the 30- and 60-minute holding times indicate
similar inclusion distribution along the billets for both castings (Fig. 3.24). Fig.
3.26, based on theoretical calculations, shows that the difference in settling
behaviour to a depth of 700 mm for the range of 30- to 60-minutes holding
times is relatively small; in fact, all inclusions larger than 20 µm should have
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settled by 30 minutes. Although this partly explains the findings, it is also true
that larger inclusions were found in castings after long holding times. It could
be that some oxide films form bi-films with attached bubbles and therefore do
not follow the normal settling process, so that inclusions are still present even
after long holding times [72].
In the casting with a 10-minute holding time, a high level of inclusions can
be observed along the whole billet. Large inclusions were found in all slices.
Fig. 3.26 shows theoretically that a 10-minute holding time is not sufficient
even for large inclusions (25 micron) to settle.
3.4.2 Consecutive castings (cast house 2)
In normal casting about 5000 kg of liquid remains after casting. It is assumed
that this liquid has accumulated more inclusions by the end of a casting [73].
However, the results from the normal amount of melt remaining after casting
show a lower number of inclusions at the end than at the start, Figs. 3.24 and
3.25.
In cast house 2, ingots are produced by two castings from one charge. The
first casting is performed with a 40-minute holding time and about 15,000 kg
remaining melt after casting. The second casting has a 35-minute holding time
and 3000 kg remaining melt. This means that the second casting can be
considered a casting with low melt level at the end of casting, but it has also
had a long time for inclusions to settle before start of casting.
The trend of inclusion distributions from both castings is illustrated in Fig.
3.27, showing that the number of inclusions is different for each case. Close to
the bottom (start) of the billet in the first casting, a higher number of inclusions
were observed. In the second casting, the number of inclusions at the start of
the billet (10 cm) is somewhat higher, but after a reduction in the middle of
the billet, the trend dramatically increases towards the end of the casting. The
increase towards the top (end) was also observed in [73] using LiMCA
measurements, where a sharp increase in inclusion concentration occurred at
the end of casting. It appears that impurities that have settled before and
during casting can be stirred up at the end. The level of remaining melt that
is critical partly depends on furnace design, but the present results indicate
that about 3000 kg is the limit. As can be seen from second casting the number
of inclusions also at the start of the billet is increased (10 cm), showing that
the melt from the bottom is stirred up at start of a casting.
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Fig. 3.27. Trends of inclusion distribution along the billets from cast house 2.

3.5 Hot tearing
The effect of the alloying elements such as Fe and Cu on the hot tearing
susceptibility (HTS) of AA3xxx alloys are presented in the following sections.
3.5.1 Hot tearing indexation
Figs. 3.28 and 3.29 illustrate the HTS of AA3XXX alloys from groups A, and
B, respectively (Tables 2.6 and 2.7). In the first four alloys (A1, A2, A3, and
A4), the Fe content and the addition of grain refinement were varied. It can be
seen from Fig.3.28 that the HTS of alloys A3 and A4, with iron content of 0.2
wt% and 0.29 wt%, respectively, have similar and significantly lower crack
tendency compared to A1 and A2 with 0.13 and 0.12% wt% Fe, respectively.
The results therefore clearly show that decreasing the Fe content below the
normal 0.2% level increases crack sensitivity. This was also found for an
AA6060 alloy in [37].
Cu was added to create alloys A5, from an alloy with the original
composition of alloy A3 (base alloy). Fig.3.28 shows that the tendency to crack
has been significantly increased compared to the base alloy A3 for alloy A5,
which have additions of Cu (0.78 wt%).
Also, the detrimental effect of Cu addition to an AA 6000 alloy was
discussed in [47], where the addition of 0.16 wt% Cu significantly increased
HTS.
The effect of Cu addition in the range of 0.03 to 1.28 wt% on HTS is shown
in Fig.3.29. The general result is a significant increase in hot tearing severity
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with increased Cu content from alloy B1 with 0.03 wt%, to alloy B4 with 1.28
wt% Cu.
In binary Al-Cu alloys, the highest cracking tendency is seen in a range of
0.7 to 1 wt% Cu (lambda curve) [35], but HTS data for multicomponent
commercial AA3000 alloys have not been available previously. However, in
the Fig.3.29, a similar increase in HTS with Cu additions from 0.3 to 1.2 wt%
was proven.

Fig. 3.28. Hot tearing susceptibility as a function of Fe content.

Fig. 3.29. Hot tearing susceptibility as a function of Cu content.
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3.5.2 Hot tearing susceptibility and microstructure
Figs.3.30a and b show the morphology and distribution of eutectics from
alloys A2 and A3 with low and high Fe content, respectively, at the hot tear
location in rod A ( the longest rod in Fig.2.11). As can be seen, the quantity of
interdendritic liquid clearly varies for these two alloys. A larger amount of
eutectic is seen in alloy A3, mainly accumulated close to the crack edge. This
eutectic liquid was probably sucked in to heal the crack at a late stage of
solidification, but subsequently a crack formed at the edge of the solidified
eutectic phase. The EDX analysis of these phases showed a composition
corresponding to Al6(Mn,Fe). Close to the crack locations in the large eutectic
areas, discontinuous short cracks that appear similar to shrinkage porosity are
observed, Figs.3.30b and c [74]. Fig.3.30d shows an open hot tear in alloy A1,
which was formed by rupturing a segregated liquid film [39].
Fig.3.31 shows the fracture surfaces at the sprue side of rod A for alloys A2
and A3. The fracture surfaces include intermetallic phases. Some frozen
eutectic liquid also covers the surface of primary dendrites and grain
boundaries. A comparison of the surface of alloys A2 and A3 with 0.12 wt%
and 0.2 wt% Fe clearly shows a higher number of intermetallic phases for the
higher Fe content, Figs.3.31c and d [48,75].

Fig. 3.30. SEM image from hot tearing regions of: (a) alloy A2, (b) alloy A3,
showing the higher number of intermetallic phases (Al 6(Mn, Fe)) in A3. (c)
Magnified image of alloy A3; the main crack occurred at the upper edge of the
eutectic area. (d) Alloy A1 showing crack at the edge of the eutectic structure.
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Fig. 3.31. SEM secondary electron micrographs from fracture surfaces of (a)
alloy A2, (b) alloy A3. Backscattered electron images from fracture surfaces
of (c) alloy A2, (d) alloy A3, showing the same areas as in (a) and (b) with
arrows pointing to the particles.
Fig.3.32a shows Al6(Mn,Fe) phases that have been extracted using a deep
etching technique with dissolution of matrix in alloy A3. Al 6(Mn,Fe) phases
are seen as a three-dimensional network with a similar structure to particles
on the fracture surface of alloy A3, Fig.3.32b. This confirms that the observed
particles on the fracture surface of alloy A3 in Fig.3.31d are Al6(Mn,Fe) phases.

Fig. 3.32. SEM image showing the Al6(Mn,Fe) phases in alloy A3: (a) threedimensional intermetallic phases network after deep etching, (b) at fracture
surface.
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Fig.3.33 shows SEM observations from the strained areas close to hot
tearing locations of alloys with increased Fe content (A4, 0.29% Fe). There is
bridging between grains with platelet phases of Al6(Mn,Fe). This can also be
seen in Fig.3.32 with dendrites that are connected in some locations through
Al6(Mn,Fe) phases. In DTA analysis and Bridgman solidification of similar
alloys [57,58], it was shown that Al6 (Mn,Fe) phases formed early and in
parallel with Al dendrites, which may reinforce the microstructure by
bridging the gaps between primary dendrites. This will strengthen the alloy
against hot tearing formation during liquid-solid contraction in the same way
as has been proposed for the phase in 6xxx [37] and foundry alloys [76].

Fig. 3.33. Al6(Mn, Fe) phases have bridged the grains in alloy A4 (marked by
arrows).
Since the HTS can be related to the fraction of eutectic liquid, it is important
to examine the evolution of the liquid fraction in the alloys [44]. In Fig.3.34 the
microstructure of alloys A2, A3, and D1, produced with DC- casting simulator
is revealed. It can clearly be seen that the Al 6(Mn,Fe) eutectics appear in a
larger fraction along the whole sample in alloy A3 with 0.2 wt% Fe, compared
to alloy A2 with 0.12 wt% Fe. Quantitatively the volume fractions of eutectic
phases were evaluated as 0.22 %, 0.3 %, and 0.41 % for alloys A2, A3, and D1,
respectively. It can be said that with increasing the amount of Al 6(Mn,Fe)
eutectics from 0.22% to 0.3% for alloys A2 and A3, respectively, HTS value
has been reduced from 165 to 96, Fig.3.28. Therefore, it can be concluded that
Fe additions up to the level of 0.2 wt% enhance hot tearing resistance in
AA3000 alloy owing to increased precipitation of primary Al6(Mn,Fe) phases
improving the bridging ability between the grains, Fig.3.33.
However, the highest HTS value (170), Fig.3.29, was obtained for alloy D1
with the highest amount of eutectic (0.41%). These opposite trends reveal the
complexity of the hot tearing phenomenon. Common theories say that alloys
with high eutectic fractions are less prone to cracking due to adequate liquid
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feeding during shrinkage in solidification [48,77], but obviously this
particular alloy composition, D1, does not provide enough eutectic for cracks
to heal. Paper [74] showed that initial cracking can start at a very early stage
of solidification, for example in a solid fraction of 0.3. Although the residual
liquid phase can infiltrate to heal the crack, a new crack can open up at the
same position. This time, however, the crack cannot be healed due to
insufficient eutectic feeding and thus leads to a hot tear. Thus, the hot tearing
mechanism is controlled not only by the stress-strain rate, but also by how the
eutectic liquid can infiltrate [74]. This phenomenon can possibly be observed
in Figs.3.30b, c and d.

Fig.3.34. Microstructure of DC simulator samples at various distances from
the bottom for alloys A2, A3, and D1.
Comparison between alloys A4 and A5 with 0.34 and 0.78 wt% Cu, shows
a significant change in the microstructure in the hot tearing region. First, in
the higher Cu content alloy, A5, a large amount of shrinkage porosity was
observed (Figs.3.35a and b). It is well-known that porosity causes stress
concentration and acts as a crack initiator [39,77]. Secondly, an equiaxed
structure with more developed dendrites in the interior of the grains is formed
in alloy A5 (Fig.3.35c), compared to the more globular dendrites in alloy A4.
This dendritic morphology weakens the ability of a system to form solid
bridges between the dendrites [77]. This, coupled with the longer
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solidification interval and the strong growth restricting effect of Cu, can
explain why the HTS generally increases with increasing Cu content.

Fig.3.35. Microstructure of the alloy A5 with 0.78% Cu: (a) SEM image of
fracture surface, (b) SEM image close to crack spot, (c) grain morphology close
to crack spot. Rectangular regions show the porosity.
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4 Conclusions
This study of Mn dissolution in molten Al has shown that:
 A heat balance calculation for adding Mn using briquettes to an Al
melt shows that a solid shell of critical thickness can form around the
Mn briquette if the Al melt temperature is below 800 °C.
 Three intermediate phases with smooth interfaces form between the
Mn and the liquid, namely, the γ2, Al11Mn4, and µ phases. The γ2
phase formed a noticeably thinner layer compared to the Al 11Mn4 and
µ phases. The latter two formed layers of approximately equal
thickness.
 It was proposed that the low diffusion coefficient of the γ2 phase is the
largest obstacle to the diffusion flow of the Al atoms towards the Mn
particles, causing a Kirkendall effect with a porous structure at the
periphery of the Mn particle.
 Increasing Al content in Al-Mn compacts yields higher dissolution
rates.
 The dissolution rate of Mn in liquid Al decreases after adding Ti, and
thus Mn should be added before Ti during the alloying process to
obtain efficient dissolution.
This study of Fe dissolution in molten Al has shown that:
 Al5Fe2 is the dominant phase during Fe dissolution and should have
the largest D∆c value in the Al-Fe system.
 Adding Ti to an Al melt replaces the Al5Fe2 phase by Al2Fe, but does
not influence the dissolution rate.
 Adding Si to an Al melt greatly inhibits the Fe dissolution kinetics.
A theoretical approach based on Fick’s law showed that the observed
difference between the Mn and Fe dissolution rates can be explained by the
different surface areas involved. The Fe flakes seem to disintegrate into
smaller particles, thus exposing a bigger surface for possible reactions. The
same effect was observed when comparing the dissolution of Mn compacts
with the dissolution of Mn flakes.
The precipitation of a previously unknown AlMnTi phase was studied in
AA3003 alloys containing Ti. As the phase has been shown to cause problems
when using the actual alloys, the conditions for its existence were determined.
The ranges of Mn and Ti composition that have to be avoided to prevent
detrimental AlMnTi formation were identified, and the solidification path for
alloys of this type was analysed.
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Sampling practices for chemical composition analysis showed that
parameters such as melt temperature have a smaller effect on the macro
segregation than methods of pouring the melt into the mould, which indicates
the importance of both forced and natural convection on the inverse
segregation during metal sampling. The best results of the sampling
procedure, that is, stable compositions close to nominal, were obtained with
a mould with an insulated periphery, which provides one-dimensional
solidification from only one surface.
Investigating the inclusion distribution revealed that the number of
inclusions along billets varies with the holding time before casting. A 10minute holding time is too short. Holding times between 30 and 60 minutes
do not result in any significant difference in inclusion distribution.
An increase in the inclusion population towards the end of castings was
found in billets with less than 3000 kg of melt remaining after casting.
The hot tearing behavior of AA3000 alloys containing Cu, Ti, and Zr was
investigated using a CRC mold technique. It was found that Fe and Cu
additions have a dominant impact on the HTS of AA3000 alloys compared to
Ti and Zr. Decreasing the Fe content below 0.2 wt% significantly reduces hot
tearing resistance. Phase characterization has shown that Fe addition up to 0.2
wt% promotes the precipitation of the primary Al6(Mn,Fe) phase, which
results in early bridging of dendrites, and reinforces the structure during
coalescence. Thus, Fe additions improve the hot tearing resistance.
Cu content in a range of 0.3 to 1.2 wt% has a detrimental effect on hot
tearing resistance. Cu additions enlarge the solidification interval, giving a
higher fraction of eutectic at the end of solidification. It also changes the
morphology to more branched dendrites and partly columnar structures and
increases the shrinkage porosity.
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